Changes to NGX.com on Tuesday, August 27th!
On the afternoon of Tuesday August 27th, NGX will unveil a completely redesigned online environment. The new
website was designed with the needs of the existing customer and the new visitor in mind. The site focuses on
streamlining and updating the information and tools to provide a functional website that allows all visitors to find
exactly what they're looking for.
Some of the key changes to look forward to include:













Intuitive and User-Friendly layout: The 'dashboard' on the front page includes our most requested
information, and the persistent header and footer allow for quick access to all key pages from anywhere
on the site.
New Cleared Products Map and List: The new NGX Product Map will provide visitors with a visual
representation of the cleared markets NGX offers within North America. A concise and simple list of all
products offered will also be available for download on the same page.
New Customer Sign-Up Area: A completely re-designed sign-up area has been developed that provides
crucial information and resources needed for becoming an NGX client. The pages are presented in a
intuitive and concise manner that will ease the sign-up process for all new NGX clients.
NGX Quick Links: On the front page, there are now Quick links to the NGX Price Indices (Real-Time and
Historical) as well as new links to our heavily used customer tools- the Trades and Nominations Reports.
After entering your logon to the NGX Reports, you will be taken directly to the information you need.
Expanded Regulatory & Compliance Section: New section focuses on the important information around
NGX's regulatory status across North America, and provides more concise sections for visitors looking for
information on NGX oversight, market surveillance, the Contracting Parties Agreement and relevant
Compliance news and notices.
Improved & Updated Content - Many pages have been updated and improved including the History of
NGX, Exchange Services, descriptions of Clearing & Settlement, Market Operations, etc.
Many more updates and improvements, based on customer feedback, aimed at improving the
experience for all visitors!

We are very excited with the new look, and will continue to evolve the website to provide the best
possible tool for our clients and visitors. We encourage you to send any comments or suggestions to
ops@ngx.com.

